Dear Parents,

The Parents’ Association will not be holding the second hand book sale this year (as per the College News 17 September) and we suggest that students may like to buy, swap or sell text books amongst their peers in either the year above or below them.

The College has three suggestions as to how you may like to go about this:

1. Notices will be placed on the Year Level noticeboards advising students of the books that can be bought or sold. Students in the junior year levels will have an opportunity to meet with students in the year above and if they have any queries they can see their Year Level Team Leader.

2. We have created a Facebook page where you can advertise the books you may like to sell or buy. The link to this page is https://www.facebook.com/CLCSecondHandBooks. The sole purpose of this Facebook page is to buy, swap or sell your textbooks and is to be used for no other purposes. We suggest you post your requirements on the page and use private in-boxing to make the arrangements. Once your books have either been sold or bought we recommend that you update or delete your post to reflect this. The Facebook page will be closed as of 1:00 pm on Friday, 19 December 2014.

3. Atlas Educational is also offering a service to sell second hand books on consignment and details regarding this will be with your Atlas booklist.

The College takes no responsibility for the exchanging of monies or for the quality of the books bought or sold.

Please find below the list of texts that are available to be bought or sold by the respective year levels.

Yours faithfully,

Stephanie Evans (Mrs)
Deputy Principal Learning & Teaching
YEARS 7 TO 10 ITEMS/TEXTS ACCEPTED FOR SALE

YEAR 7

Interdisciplinary Studies
• Blueback [Winton]
• Pharaoh [French]

YEAR 8

English
• Chinese Cinderella [Adeline Yen Mah] (hard copy only)

German
• To the Boy in Berlin [Honey]

YEAR 9

English
• Maybe Tomorrow [Pryor]
• Book Theif [Zusak]

Indonesian
• Oxford Study Indonesian Dictionary 2nd Ed [Sahanaya] – {retained by student if continuing Indonesian in Year 10}.

YEAR 10

English
• Romeo & Juliet Hein New Classroom Shakespeare

Food Technology
• Cookery the Australian Way 8E [Cameron]

German
• Hueber Lese Novelas Anna Berlin

Indonesian
• Oxford Study Indonesian Dictionary 2nd Ed [Sahanaya]

Italian
• Practice Makes Perfect Italian Verb Tenses 2ED (Nanni Tate)
  (or retain if continuing Italian in VCE)
• Storia D Amore (Medaglia)

Literature 1 – Film into Text
• Great Gatsby [Fitzgerald]
• The Crucible [Miller]

Literature 2 – Writing Women
• Bombshells [Murray-Smith]

Religious Studies
• A World Of Diversity [Engebretson]
VCE UNITS 1 & 2 / VCAL ITEMS/TEXTS ACCEPTED FOR SALE

Accounting Units 1 & 2
- Cambridge VCE Accounting Units 1 & 2 Bundle 2ED [Simmons]

Australian & Global Politics Units 1 & 2
- VCE Australian & Global Politics Units 1 & 2 2ED [Cornell]

Biology Units 1 & 2
- Heinemann Biology One Enhanced 4Ed Student Book [Evans]

Business Management Units 1 & 2
- Essential VCE Business Management Units 1&2 3Ed [Somers]

Chemistry Units 1 & 2
- Heinemann Chemistry 1 Enhanced Stdt Bk & Exam Cafe [LUKINS]

Drama Units 1 – 4 (sell only at end Year 12)
- Acting Smart Drama Version 7 [Bird]
- Living Drama 4ED [Burton]

English Units 1 & 2
- Macbeth Hein New Classroom Shakespeare
- First They Killed My Father [Ung]
- Of Mice & Men – Penguin Classic [Steinbeck]
- Look Both Ways DVD

Food Technology Units 1 & 2
- Food Solutions Units 1&2 3Ed [Heath]

Geography Units 1 & 2
- Geography Environments VCE Units 1&2 [Pask] (2012 Edition only)

German Units 1 & 2
- Collins German Dictionary Plus Grammar 7Ed (or retain for Yr 12)

Health & Human Development Units 1 & 2
- Cambridge VCE Health & Human Development Units 1 & 2 Bundle 2ED [Goodcare]

Indonesian Units 1 & 2
- Kamus Inggris Indonesia Dict PB [Echols] - (or retain for Yr 12)
- Kamus Indonesia Inggris Indonesian English Dict PB [Echols] - (or retain for Yr 12)
- Keren 3 & 4 Course Book [White] (or retain for Yr 12)

Italian Units 1 & 2
- Pronti Via 3 Student Text (or retain for Yr 12)
- Practice Makes Perfect Italian Verb Tenses 2ED (or retain for Yr 12)
- Collins Italian Dictionary
VCE UNITS 1 & 2 / VCAL ITEMS/TEXTS ACCEPTED FOR SALE (cont)

Literature Units 1 & 2
- Othello Cambridge School Shakespeare 2Ed [Coles]
- Sonnets Shakespeare
- Frankenstein [Shelly]
- Hedda Gabler & Other Plays [Ibsen]

Mathematics Units 1 & 2 General Maths (Further)
- Essential Standard General Maths 2ED Enhanced TIN/CP Version [Jones]

Mathematics Unit 1 & 2 General Maths (Specialist)
- Maths Quest 11 Advanced General Maths 2ED & Tinspire CAS Companion [Barnes]

Mathematics Units 1 & 2 Maths Methods CAS
- Maths Quest 11 Mathematical Methods CAS 3ED Ti Nspire Companion [Williams]

Media Units 1 & 2
- Heinemann Media Units 1-4 2E [Dunscombe] *or retain for Yr 12*

Physical Education Units 1 & 2
- Nelson Physical Education VCE Units 1&2 2E plus Access Card [Malpeli]
  *Note:* This book can only be sold if the Access Card still has accessible numbers that can be scratched off for the next student to use.

Psychology Units 1 & 2
- Nelson Psychology VCE Units 1&2 2E plus Access Card [Stone]
  *Note:* This book can only be sold if the Access Card still has accessible numbers that can be scratched off for the next student to use.

Texts and Tradition Unit 1
- Studying The Gospels [Goosen]
- Bible NRSV Catholic H/C *or retain for Yr 12*
  *For any student doing Texts & Traditions Units 1, 3 or 4 ONLY NRSV Bibles are acceptable.*

VCAL Numeracy
- Maths Quest VCE Foundation Mathematics [Durran] *or retain for VCAL 2015*
VCE UNITS 3 & 4 / VCAL ITEMS/TEXTS ACCEPTED FOR SALE

Accounting Units 3 & 4
- Cambridge VCE Accounting Units 3 & 4 Bundle 2ED [Simmons]

Biology Units 3 & 4
- Heinemann Biology Two Enhanced Student Book 4ED [Evans]
- A+ Biology Notes 3E Unit 3
- A+ Biology Notes 3E Unit 4

Business Management Units 3 & 4
- Essential VCE Business Management Units 3 & 4 3E [Somers]

Chemistry Units 3 & 4
- Heinemann Chemistry 2 Enhanced Student Book & Exam Café

English Units 3 & 4
- Summer of the Seventeenth Doll [Lawler]
- Australian Pocket Oxford Dictionary 7Ed
- Aust Student Oxford Colour Thesaurus 2Ed

Food Technology Units 3 & 4
- Food Solutions Units 3&4 3Ed [Heath]

Geography Units 3 & 4
- Resources & Perspectives VCE Units 3 & 4 [Pask] (2012 Edition only)
- Leading Edge Geography Units 3 & 4

German Units 3 & 4
- Collins German Dictionary Plus Grammar 7Ed
- Genau Senior Text
- Grammatik Intensivtrainer A1 (only required in Units 3 & 4 in 2015)
- Grammatik Intensivtrainer A2 (only required in Units 3 & 4 in 2015)

Global Politics Units 3 & 4
- VCE Global Politics Units 3 & 4 2ED [Simpson]

Health & Human Development Units 3 & 4
- Cambridge VCE Health & Human Development Units 3 & 4 Bundle 2ED [Goodcare]

History Units 3 & 4 Revolutions
- Analysing The French Revolution 2Ed [Adcock]
- Analysing The Russian Revolution 2Ed [Malone]

Indonesian Units 3 & 4
- Kamus Inggris Indonesia Dict PB [Echols]
- Kamus Indonesia Inggris Indonesian English Dict PB [Echols]
- Keren 3 & 4 Course Book [White]
Italian Units 3 & 4
- Pronti Via 3 Student Text
- Practice Makes Perfect Complete Italian Grammar [Danes]
- Practice Makes Perfect Italian Verb Tenses 2ED

Literature Units 3 & 4
- Close Range Brokeback Mountain & Other Stories [Prolux]
- Antony & Cleopatra Cambridge [Shakespeare]
- All About Eve DVD

Mathematics Units 3 & 4 Further Maths
- Essential Further Mathematics 4ED TIN/CP Version [Jones]

Mathematics Units 3 & 4 Specialist Maths
- Maths Quest 12 Specialist Maths 4ED & Ti Nspire CAS Companion [Holland]

Mathematics Units 3 & 4 Maths Methods CAS
- Maths Quest 12 Mathematical Methods CAS 2ED Ti Nspire Cas Companion [Hodgson]

Media Units 3 & 4
- VCE Media Studies Units 3 & 4 2012-2016
- Heinemann Media Units 1-4 2E [Dunscombe]

Physical Education Units 3 & 4
- Nelson Physical Education VCE Units 3&4 5E plus Access Card [Malpeli]
  **Note:** This book can only be sold if the Access Card still has accessible numbers that can be scratched off for the next student to use.

Psychology Units 3 & 4
  **Note:** This book can only be sold if the Access Card still has accessible numbers that can be scratched off for the next student to use.

VCAL Literacy - Senior
- Stolen [Lucy Christopher]